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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2009052961A1] The invention relates to a sanitary outlet fitting (10) with a liquid guide (2) which opens into an outlet fitting (3), in the
region of which a sanitary functional unit designed as an insertable cartridge (4) is provided, wherein the liquid guide (2) is matched in clear cross
section, at least in the mouth region of the outlet fitting (3), to the insertable cartridge (4), which insertable cartridge (4) can be inserted from the
mouth side into the outlet fitting (3) and is held releasably therein, and wherein the insertable cartridge (4) is held in the outlet fitting (3) by means
of a sleeve-shaped intermediate holder (5), which intermediate holder (5), for its part, is held releasably in the outlet fitting (3) by means of a screw
connection or bayonet connection. It is characteristic of the outlet fitting according to the invention that the intermediate holder (5) is held in the outlet
fitting (3) in a radially sealed manner, and/or that the insertable cartridge (4), in particular in its peripheral edge region on the admission side, is held
in an axially sealed manner in the outlet fitting (3). The insertable cartridge (4) is inserted with the aid of the intermediate holder (5) supporting it into
the outlet fitting (3) to a depth such that the insertable cartridge (4) is held securely there. In this case, the insertable cartridge can be sealed axially
in its peripheral region on the admission side. In order to prevent undesired creepage, it is additionally or instead also possible for the intermediate
holder (5) to be held in a radially sealed manner in the outlet fitting (cf. fig. 9).
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